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Any point to addidtional passes once a burr....
Posted by BrianM1 - 30 Dec 2012 16:12

_____________________________________

is established?

I've done 10 knives now (all kitchen, only one of any quality), am quite happy with the results I'm getting.
But I started noticing that once I get a burr with the 100 paddles, it only takes a couple swipes with the
200~600 to raise the burr again. Is there any benefit to doing more than the absolute minimum?

And my vise is now &quot;scuffed&quot; in on the right side. Oh-well, used is used. Guess I should
have shimmed up that boning knife.

I love shaving off little curly cues from paper with these knives. No newspaper or phone books here, but
normal printer paper easily push-cut on the knives in the vise after the 1000 grit plates.
============================================================================

Re: Any point to addidtional passes once a burr....
Posted by Geocyclist - 06 Jan 2013 16:35

_____________________________________

Correct me if I am wrong. To reword what Ken was saying:

If you had a &quot;perfect&quot; edge, 15 per side, 50/50 bevel meaning both sides are equal bevels,
you could grind away at 1 side and go from 50/50 to 100/0. The final angle would still be 15 on the one
side. You would &quot;move&quot; the edge from perfectly centered on the spine all the way over to
the far side, i.e. it becomes a single bevel knife.

This is what I did in my last re-profile. I worked 1 side to my target 15 degrees. Then the other side,
which formed a burr much, much, much sooner. At that point I probably had a 40/60 edge. I know it
wasn't 50/50 by just looking at it. I then had to keep grinding on the 2nd side to get back to 50/50. My
first thought was confusion, why did the 2nd side for a burr so fast, if i have a burr doesn't that mean I
am at 15 degrees? Yes it does, but forming a burr doesn't mean a 50/50 bevel.
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So bottom line I think is forming a burr on 2 sides mean you are at your angle, it does not mean the
bevels are equal (50/50), assuming you are going for even bevels.

The other lesson learned for me to inspect my bevels more often, especially in the beginning to make
sure things are going as expected. I will also re-shapie as needed for checks. I think if follow Phil's
advice and work both sides evenly I should avoid this problem of uneven bevels.
============================================================================

Re: Any point to addidtional passes once a burr....
Posted by cbwx34 - 07 Jan 2013 10:22

_____________________________________

The tip to work it over time is for personal knives, I know commercial sharpening is different.

I'll start with the answer... work both sides a bit at a time, check your work and adjust accordingly.

Maybe the video is confusing the issue. Yes, you can grind one side more than the other and create an
asymmetric grind. But you have to go beyond the point of forming a burr.

But if on a knife that is even to start with, if all you do is grind one side to a lower angle, just to the point
where you reach the edge, then switch sides and do the same thing, the bevel will still be symmetric. If
it's not, there's another reason for it.... the knife wasn't even to begin with (although it may have
appeared so), one side was overworked, the knife wasn't centered properly, the angles weren't set the
same, etc. Like I said before, more often it's the knife wasn't symmetric to begin with (this includes it
was sharpened at 2 different angles so that it appeared even), so check that first. Assuming the setup is
correct, marking both sides with a Sharpie and seeing on both sides where it's removed prior to actually
starting the sharpening should tell you. If it starts the same, and ends uneven, then it could be you're
overdoing one side (creating too large a burr before switching), or the setup is not right.

If you don't discover the real reason they're asymmetric, it's a problem you'll be constantly having to deal
with. And by figuring out the real reason, it will help you adjust your sharpening and regrinds to better
deal with the various problems you'll encounter, and/or quickly detect and correct a setup problem,
should one occur.
============================================================================
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